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Abstract. Exploring digital collections to find information relevant to
a user’s interests is a challenging task. Algorithms designed to solve this
relevant information problem base their relevance computations on user
profiles in which representations of the users’ interests are maintained.
This paper presents a new method, based on the classical Rocchio al-
gorithm for text categorization, able to discover user preferences from
the analysis of textual descriptions of items in online catalogues of e-
commerce Web sites. Experiments have been carried out on a dataset of
real users, and results have been compared with those obtained using an
Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) approach and a probabilistic one.

1 Introduction

E-commerce sites often recommend products they believe a customer is inter-
ested in buying. Often users are swamped with (product) information and have
difficulty in separating relevant from irrelevant information. Many Web sites have
started to embody recommender systems as a way of personalizing their content
for users. Recommendation algorithms use input about a customer’s interests to
generate a personalized list of recommended items. A possible way to achieve
personalization is to use static profiles that must be manually updated by users
when their interests change. These limitations clearly call for alternative meth-
ods that infer preference information implicitly and support automated content
recommendation. Machine Learning techniques are being used to recognize reg-
ularities in the behavior of customers and to infer a model of their interests,
referred to as user profile.

The paper presents a new method, based on the classical Rocchio algorithm
for text categorization [11], able to discover user preferences from the analysis
of textual descriptions of items in the catalogue of an e-commerce Web site. The
novelty of the method can be summarized as follows:

a) positive and negative examples are weighted differently for each user,
according to the rates given during the training phase. The classical Rocchio
method uses specific control parameters that allow setting the relative impor-
tance of all positive and negative examples;

b) the method is able to manage documents structured in different slots,
each corresponding to a specific feature of an item, for example title, authors,
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abstract. This strategy permits to give a different weight to words on the basis
of the slot in which they appear.

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, a comparison
with different learning strategies has been carried out, namely an ILP approach
and a näıve bayes method. Our experiments evaluated the effects of the above
mentioned methods in learning intelligible profiles of users’ interests. The ex-
periments were conducted in the context of a content-based profiling system for
virtual bookshop on the World Wide Web. In this scenario, a client side utility
has been developed in order to download documents (book descriptions) for a
user from the Web and to capture users feedback regarding his liking/disliking
on the downloaded documents. Then, this knowledge can be exploited by the
three different learning techniques so that when a trained system encounters a
new document it can intelligently infer whether this new document will be liked
by the user or not.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the main principles for
learning user profiles from textual description. Section 3 describes in more details
the new Rocchio-based algorithm for inferring user profiles and gives an overview
of the systems used for comparison. Section 4 presents the detailed description
of the experiments. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2 Learning User Profiles from Textual Descriptions

Recent research on intelligent information access and recommender systems has
focused on the content-based information recommendation paradigm that ex-
ploits textual descriptions of the items to be recommended and relevance rat-
ings given by users to infer a profile of user interests [7]. Text categorization
is commonly described as follows: given a set of classes C= {c1, . . . , cn} and
a set of training documents labelled with the class the document belongs to,
the problem consists in building a classifier able to assign to a new document
the proper class. We consider the problem of learning user profiles as a binary
classification task: each document has to be classified as interesting or not with
respect to the user preferences. The set of classes is restricted to c+, the positive
class (user-likes), and c−, the negative one (user-dislikes). The application of
text categorization methods to the problem of learning user profiles is not new:
several experiments have shown that the näıve Bayesian classifier offers several
advantages over other learning algorithms [8, 10]. Thus, we compared the pro-
posed Rocchio-based algorithm with the näıve Bayesian classifier implemented
in our Item Recommender system. Moreover, our research aims at comparing
these techniques with a symbolic approach able to induce profiles that are more
readable from a human understandability viewpoint.

2.1 Documents Representation

The representation that dominates the text classification literature is known as
bag of words (BOW). In this approach, each feature corresponds to a single
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word found in the training set. Usually a list of stop words that are assumed
to have no information content is removed from the original text. In order to
make the features statistically independent, typically a stemming algorithm is
used to remove suffixes from words. In our application scenario, item to be
recommended are books. Each book is represented by a set of slots, where each
slot is a textual field corresponding to a specific feature of the book: title, author
and textual annotation, that is the abstract of the book. The text in each slot is
represented using the BOW model taking into account the occurrences of words
in the original text. Thus, each instance is represented by three BOWs, one for
each slot. This strategy considers separately the occurrences of a word in the
slots in which it appears. The idea behind this approach is that by considering
the number of occurrences separately in each slot could supply a more effective
way to catch the informative power of a word in a document. Stemming and stop
words removal have been applied to the documents used in the experiments.

2.2 Related Works

Content-based systems have been used successfully in various domains including
Web browsing, news filtering, recommendation services.

Letizia is a content-based Web agent that suggests Web pages of interest to
the user [4]. The system, a Web-browser extension that tracks the users brows-
ing behavior, relies on implicit feedback and uses a set of heuristics to infer the
users preferences. For example, Letizia interprets bookmarking a page as strong
evidence for the users interests in the page. Syskill & Webert [10] is a software
agent that learns a user’s interests saved as a user profile, and uses this profile to
identify interesting Web pages. The learning process is conducted by first con-
verting HTML source into positive and negative examples, then using algorithms
like Bayesian classifiers, a nearest neighbor algorithm and a decision tree learner.
NewsDude [2] reads interesting news articles via a speech interface. The news
source is Yahoo! News, with an initial training set of interesting news articles
provided by the user. Length of listening time provides implicit user feedback
on articles read out. A short-term user model is based on tfidf (cosine similar-
ity), and long-term model based on a näıve Bayes classifier. Mooney and Roy [8]
adopt a text categorization method in their LIBRA system, that makes content-
based book recommendations exploiting the product descriptions obtained from
the Web pages of the Amazon1 on-line digital store, using a näıve Bayes text
classifier. ifWeb [1] is a system that supports users in document searching. User
profiles are stored in form of weighted semantic network, that represents terms
and their context by linking nodes (words) with arcs representing co-occurrences
in some documents. ifWeb support explicit feedback and takes into account not
only interest, but also explicit disinterest, and therefore presumably represents
a user’s idiosyncrasies more accurately. In this aspect, this approach is similar to
our method based on the Rocchio relevance feedback that learns both a positive
and a negative profile. SiteIF [15] is a personal agent for a multilingual news

1 http://www.Amazon.com
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Web site that learns user’s interests from the requested pages that are analyzed
to generate or to update a model of the user. Exploiting this model, the system
tries to anticipate which documents in the Web site could be interesting for the
user. As in ifWeb, profiles and documents are stored as semantic networks. A
more recent version of the system is presented in [5], where the authors propose
the use of a sense-based document representation to build a model of the user’s
interests. The system builds the user model as a semantic network whose nodes
represent senses (not just words) of the documents requested by the user. Then,
the filtering phase takes advantage of the word senses to retrieve new documents
with high semantic relevance with respect to the user model.

3 A Relevance Feedback Method for Learning User
Profiles

The Rocchio algorithm is one of the most popular learning methods from In-
formation Retrieval and document classification. In this algorithm, documents
are represented with the vector space representation and the major heuristic
component is the TFIDF (Term Frequency/Inverse Document Frequency) word
weighting scheme [12], that reflects empirical observations regarding text:

tfidf(tk, dj) = tf(tk, dj)︸ ︷︷ ︸
TF

· logN

ni︸ ︷︷ ︸
IDF

(1)

where N is the total number of documents in the training set and ni is the
number of documents in which the term tk appears. TF (tk, dj) is a function
that computes the frequency of the token tk in the document dj . Learning is
achieved by combining document vectors of positive and negative examples into
a prototype vector −→c for each class in the set of classes C. Formally, the method
computes a classifier −→ci = 〈ω1i, . . . , ω|T |i〉 for category ci (T is the vocabulary,
that is the set of distinct terms in the training set) by means of the formula:

ωki = β ·
∑

{dj∈POSi}

ωkj

|POSi| − γ ·
∑

{dj∈NEGi}

ωkj

|NEGi| (2)

where ωkj is the TFIDF weight of the term tk in document dj , POSi and NEGi

are respectively the set of positive and negative examples in the training set for
the specific class, β and γ are control parameters that allow setting the relative
importance of all positive and negative examples. The vector model gives the
possibility to evaluate the degree of similarity between two vectors using the
concept of correlation. This correlation can be quantified, for instance, by the
cosine of the angle between these two vectors. In order to assign a class c̃ to a
document dj , the similarity between each prototype vector −→ci and the document
vector −→dj is computed and c̃ will be the ci with the highest value of similarity. We
propose a modified version of this method, that manages documents represented
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using different slots. As described in Section 2.1, a document is represented by
three slots: title, authors and annotation. If m is the index of the slot (m =
1, 2, 3), a book is represented by the concatenation of three bag of words:

dj = 〈wm
1j , . . . , w

m
|Tm|j〉

where |Tm| is the cardinality of the vocabulary for the slot sm and wm
kj is the

weight of the term tk in the document dj , in the slot sm. Each weight wm
kj is

computed as follows:

tfidf(tk, dj , sm) = tf(tk, dj , sm) · log N

nkm
(3)

tf(tk, dj , sm) is the frequency of term tk in the document dj in the slot sm;
the inverse document frequency of the term tk in the slot sm is computed as
the logarithm of the ratio between the total number of documents N and the
number of documents containing the term tk in the slot sm.

In on-line catalogues, items are often grouped in a fixed number of categories.
Our goal is to learn a profile of items preferred by a user in a specific category.
Given a user u and a set of rated books in a specific category of interest (for
example Computing & Internet), the goal is to learn a profile able to recognize
books liked by the user in that category. The learning process consists in in-
ducing a prototype vector for each slot : these three vectors will represent the
user profile. The rationale of having distinct components of the profile is that
words appearing in a ”heavy” slot such as the title could be more indicative
of preferences than words appearing in other slots such as the annotation, hav-
ing a low informative power. For these reasons, each prototype vector of the
profile could contribute in a different way to the calculation of the similarity
between the vectors representing a book and the vectors representing the user
profile. Another key issue of our modified version of the Rocchio algorithm is
that it separately exploits the training examples: it learns two different profiles
−→pi = 〈ωm

1i , . . . , ω
m
|Tm|i〉, for a user u and a category ci by taking into account the

ratings given by the user on documents in that category. The rating ru,j on the
document dj is a discrete judgment ranging from 1 to 10. It is used to compute
the coordinates of the vectors in both the positive and the negative user profile:

ωm
ki =

∑
{dj∈POSi}

ωm
kj · r′u,j

|POSi| (4) ωm
ki =

∑
{dj∈NEGi}

ωm
kj · r′u,j

|NEGi| (5)

where r′u,j is the normalized value of ru,j ranging between 0 and 1 (respec-
tively corresponding to ru,j = 1 and 10), POSi = {dj ∈ Tr|ru,j > 5}, NEGi =
{dj ∈ Tr|ru,j ≤ 5}, and ωm

kj is the weight of the term tk in the document tj in
the slot sm computed as in equation (3) where the idf factor is computed over
POSi or NEGi depending on the fact that the term tk is in the slot sm of a book
rated as positive or negative (if the term is present in both positive and negative
books two different values for it will be computed). Computing two different idf
values for a term led us to consider the rarity of a term in positive and negative
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books, in an attempt to catch the informative power of a term in recognizing
interesting books. Equations (4) and (5) differ from the classical formula in the
fact that the parameters β and γ are substituted by the ratings r′u,j that allow
to give a different weight to each document in the training set. As regards the
computation of the similarity between a profile −→pi and a book −→

dj , the idea is
to compute three partial similarity values between each pair of corresponding
vectors in −→pi and −→

dj . A weighted average of the three values is computed, by
assigning to the similarity for the slots title and authors an heavier weight than
the one assigned to the annotation:

sim(−→dj ,−→pj ) =
3∑

s=1

sim(
−→
ds

j ,
−→
ps

j ) · αs (6)

where αs reflects the importance of a slot in classifying a book. In our experi-
ments we used α1 = 0.5 (title), α2 = 0.4 (authors) and α3 = 0.1 (annotation).
Since the user profile is composed by both the positive and the negative profiles,
we compute two similarity values, one for each profile. The document dj is con-
sidered as interesting only if the similarity value of the positive profile is higher
than the similarity of the negative one.

3.1 INTHELEX

INTHELEX (INcremental THEory Learner from EXamples) is a learning system
for the induction of hierarchical theories from positive and negative examples.
It is fully and inherently incremental: in addition to the possibility of taking as
input a previously generated version of the theory, learning can also start from
an empty theory and from the first available example. INTHELEX can learn
simultaneously various concepts, possibly related to each other, expressed as
(sets of) function free clauses to be interpreted according to the Object Identity
assumption [14]. Examples describe the observations by means of only basic non-
negated predicates of the representation language, and specifies all the classes
for which the observed object is a positive example and all those for which it is
a negative one. A positive example for a concept is not considered as a negative
example for all the other concepts, unless it is explicitly stated. INTHELEX
incorporates two inductive operators, one for generalizing definitions that reject
positive examples, and the other for specializing definitions that explain nega-
tive examples. Both these operators, when applied, change the set of examples
the theory accounts for. In particular, when a positive example is not covered,
completeness is restored in one of the following ways:

– replacing a clause in the theory with one of its generalizations against the
problematic example;

– adding a new clause to the theory, obtained by properly turning constants
into variables in the problematic example;

– adding the problematic example as a positive exception.

When a negative example is covered, consistency is restored by performing one
of the following actions:
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– adding positive literals that are able to characterize all the past positive
examples of the concept (and exclude the problematic one) to one of the
clauses that concur to the example coverage;

– adding a negative literal that is able to discriminate the problematic example
from all the past positive ones to the clause in the theory by which the
problematic example is covered;

– adding the problematic example as a negative exception.

We were led by a twofold motivation to exploit INTHELEX on the problem
of learning user profiles. First, its representation language (First-Order Logic)
is more intuitive and human readable than values exploited and provided by
numeric/probabilistic approaches. Second, incrementality is fundamental in the
given task, since new information on a user is available each time he issues a
query, and it would be desirable to be able to refine the previously generated
profile instead of learning a new one from scratch. Moreover, a user’s interests
might change in time, a problem that only incremental systems are able to tackle.

Each book description is represented in terms of three components by using
predicates slot title(b,t), slot author(b,au), and slot annotation(b,an),
indicating that the objects t, au and an are, respectively, the title, author and
annotation of the book b. Any word in the book description is represented by
a predicate corresponding to its stem, and linked to both the book itself and
the single slots in which it appears. For instance, predicate prolog(slott,
slottitleprolog) indicates that the object slottitleprolog has stem “pro-
log” and is contained in slot slott; in such a case, also a literal prolog(book)
is present to say that stem “prolog” is present in the book description. Formerly,
INTHELEX was not able to handle numeric values; thus, a discretization was
needed. In the new version, it can represent numeric information and manipu-
late numeric intervals, so the number of occurrences of each word in each slot
was represented by means of a predicate occ(Y,X), indicating that term Y oc-
curs X times. Instead of learning a definition for each of the 10 possible votes,
just two possible classes of interest are learnt: “likes”, describing that the user
likes a book (ratings from 6 to 10), and its opposite “not(likes)” (ratings from 1
to 5). Such a discretization step is automatically carried out by an abstraction
operator embedded in INTHELEX, whose cost is negligible since each numeric
value is immediately mapped onto the corresponding discretized symbolic value.
Figure 1 shows an example for the class likes. The clause means that the user
likes the book with id=50147799 that contains in the slot title a word whose
stem is practic (one or two times) and a word whose stem is prolog (one or two
times), in the slot authors the word l sterling (one or two times).

3.2 Item Recommender

ITR (ITem Recommender) implements a Bayesian learning algorithm [6] able to
classify text belonging to a specific category as interesting or not interesting for a
particular user. For example, the system could learn the target concept ”textual
descriptions the user finds interesting in the category Computer and Internet”.
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likes(50147799) :-

slot_title(50147799,slott), practic(slott,slottitlepractic),

occ_1(slottitlepractic), occ_12(slottitlepractic),

prolog(slott, slottitleprolog), occ_1(slottitleprolog),

occ_12(slottitleprolog), slot_authors(50147799,slotau),

l_sterling(slotau,slotauthorsl_sterling), occ_1(slotauthorsl_sterling),

occ_12(slotauthorsl_sterling), slot_annotation(50147799, slotan),

l_sterling(50147799), practic(50147799), prolog(50147799).

Fig. 1. First-Order Representation of a Book

According to the Bayesian approach to classify text documents, given a set
of classes C= {c1, . . . , c|C|}, the conditional probability of a class cj given a
document d is calculated as follows:

P (cj |d) =
P (cj)
P (d)

P (d|cj)

In our problem, we have only 2 classes: c+ represents the positive class (user-
likes, corresponding to ratings from 6 to 10), and c− the negative one (user-
dislikes, ratings from 1 to 5). Since instances are represented as a vector of
documents, (one for each BOW), and assumed that the probability of each word
is independent of the word’s context and position, the conditional probability of
a category cj given an instance di is computed using the formula:

P (cj |di) =
P (cj)
P (di)

|S|∏
m1

|bim|∏
k=1

P (tk|cj , sm)nkim (7)

where S= {s1, s2, . . . , s|S|} is the set of slots, bim is the BOW in the slot sm of
the instance di, nkim is the number of occurrences of the token tk in bim.

In (7), since for any given document the prior P (di) is a constant, this factor
can be ignored if the only interest concerns a ranking rather than a probabil-
ity estimate. To calculate (7), we only need to estimate the terms P (cj) and
P (tk|cj , sm), from the training set. Each instance is weighted according to the
user rating r, normalized in order to obtain values ranging between 0 and 1:

wi
+ =

r − 1
9

; wi
− = 1 − wi

+ (8)

The weights in (8) are used to estimate the two probability terms from the
training set TR:

P̂ (cj) =

|TR|∑
i=1

wi
j

|TR| (9) P̂ (tk|cj , sm) =

|TR|∑
i=1

wi
jnkim

|TR|∑
i=1

wi
j |bim|

(10)
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In (10), nkim is the number of occurrences of the term tk in the slot sm of the
ith instance, and the denominator denotes the total weighted length of the slot
sm in the class cj . The length of bim is computed by adding the occurrences of
the words in the slot sm of the ith instance. Therefore, P̂ (tk|cj , sm) is calculated
as a ratio between the weighted occurrences of the term tk in slot sm of class
cj and the total weighted length of the slot. The final outcome of the learning
process is a probabilistic model used to classify a new instance in the class c+

or c−. The model can be used to build a personal profile including those words
that turn out to be most indicative of the user’s preferences, according to the
value of the conditional probabilities in (10).

4 Experimental Sessions

The experiments have been carried out on a collection of textual book descrip-
tions rated by real users according to their preferences. Eight book categories
were selected at the Web site of a virtual bookshop. For each book category, a set
of book descriptions was obtained by analyzing Web pages using an automated
extractor. Each user involved in the experiments was requested to choose one or
more categories of interest and to rate 40 or 80 books in each selected category,
providing 1-10 discrete ratings. For each pair user-category, a dataset of 40 or
80 rated books was obtained (see Table 1). For each user we considered:

– Rated books - number of rated books with the indication of negative (ratings
in the range 1-5) and positive (ratings in the range 6-10) ones;

– Books with annotation - number (and percentage) of books with a textual
annotation (slot annotation not empty);

– Avg. annotation length - average length (in words) of the annotations;
– Avg. rating µ / σ - average rating and standard deviation.

The number of books rated as positive and negative for each user is balanced,
except for the user 23 that has rated 39 books as positive and only 1 as negative.

Table 1. Dataset information

User Category Rated Books with Avg. Ann. Avg. Rating
ID books Annot. Length µ / σ

37 SF, Horror & Fantasy 40 (22+, 18-) 40 (100%) 30.475 4.87 / 2.731
26 SF, Horror & Fantasy 80 (46+, 34-) 70 (87.5%) 19.512 5.49 / 3.453
30 Computer & Internet 80 (40+, 40-) 80 (100%) 56.425 5.31 / 2.462
35 Business 80 (30+, 50-) 78 (97.5%) 64.150 4.21 / 3.488
24c Computer & Internet 80 (38+, 42-) 76 (95%) 49.100 5.71 / 3.174
36 Fiction & literature 40 (25+, 15-) 40 (100%) 40.225 5.87 / 1.805
24f Fiction & literature 40 (27+, 13-) 38 (95%) 45.500 6.40 / 2.662
33 Sport & leisure 80 (35+, 45-) 49 (61.25%) 23.337 4.34 / 3.342
34 Fiction & literature 80 (42+, 38-) 70 (87.5%) 44.925 5.61 / 2.492
23 Fiction & literature 40 (39+, 1-) 36 (90%) 45.875 7.25 / 1.089
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Almost the totality of books rated by the users contain annotations: the user 33
is the only one with a low percentage. As far as the average annotation length,
only users 26 and 33 have values lower than the others. On each dataset, a 10-fold
cross-validation was run and several metrics were used in the testing phase. In
the evaluation, a book in a specific category is considered as relevant by a user
if the rating is greater than 5. This corresponds in the Rocchio-based profiling
algorithm to having similarity greater than 0; ITR classifies a book di as interest-
ing if P (c+|di) ≥ 0.5, calculated as in equation (7). Symmetrically, INTHELEX
considers as relevant books covered by the inferred theory. Classification effec-
tiveness is measured in terms of the classical Information Retrieval notions of
precision, recall and accuracy, adapted to the case of text categorization [12].

Table 2 shows the results of the experiments using the new Rocchio algorithm
and the classical Rocchio one obtained by setting the values of the control param-

Table 2. Performance of the Rocchio algorithms on 10 different datasets

Precision Recall F1 Accuracy
Id β = 16 New β = 16 New β = 16 New β = 16 New

γ = 4 Rocchio γ = 4 Rocchio γ = 4 Rocchio γ = 4 Rocchio

37 0.641 0.925 1 0.717 0.781 0.808 0.675 0.800
26 0.797 0.845 1 0.830 0.887 0.837 0.837 0.812
30 0.500 0.534 1 0.875 0.666 0.663 0.500 0.550
35 0.391 0.690 1 0.700 0.562 0.695 0.412 0.762
24c 0.471 0.675 0.966 0.583 0.633 0.626 0.475 0.687
36 0.616 0.767 0.916 0.700 0.737 0.732 0.600 0.675
24f 0.675 0.825 1 0.833 0.805 0.829 0.675 0.750
33 0.651 0.743 0.966 0.917 0.778 0.821 0.737 0.812
34 0.525 0.644 0.975 0.645 0.682 0.644 0.525 0.625
23 0.966 0.975 0.966 0.975 0.966 0.975 0.950 0.950

Mean 0.623 0.762 0.979 0.777 0.750 0.763 0.639 0.742

Table 3. Performance of the systems on 10 different datasets

Precision Recall F1 Accuracy
Id ITR INTH. New ITR INTH. New ITR INTH. New ITR INTH. New

Rocchio Rocchio Rocchio Rocchio

37 0.767 0.967 0.925 0.883 0.500 0.717 0.821 0.659 0.808 0.731 0.695 0.800
26 0.818 0.955 0.845 0.735 0.645 0.830 0.774 0.770 0.837 0.737 0.768 0.812
30 0.608 0.583 0.534 0.600 0.125 0.875 0.604 0.206 0.663 0.587 0.488 0.550
35 0.651 0.767 0.690 0.800 0.234 0.700 0.718 0.359 0.695 0.725 0.662 0.762
24c 0.586 0.597 0.675 0.867 0.383 0.583 0.699 0.467 0.626 0.699 0.599 0.687
36 0.783 0.900 0.767 0.783 0.300 0.700 0.783 0.450 0.732 0.700 0.513 0.675
24f 0.785 0.900 0.825 0.650 0.350 0.833 0.711 0.504 0.829 0.651 0.535 0.750
33 0.683 0.750 0.743 0.808 0.308 0.917 0.740 0.437 0.821 0.730 0.659 0.812
34 0.608 0.883 0.644 0.490 0.255 0.645 0.543 0.396 0.644 0.559 0.564 0.625
23 0.500 0.975 0.975 0.130 0.900 0.975 0.206 0.936 0.975 0.153 0.875 0.950

Mean 0.679 0.828 0.762 0.675 0.400 0.777 0.662 0.520 0.763 0.627 0.636 0.742
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eters β and γ according to the literature (β = 16, γ = 4) [13]. We have carried
out a pairwise comparison of the methods, using the nonparametric Wilcoxon
signed rank test [9]. Requiring a significance level p < 0.05, the test revealed that
there is a statistically significant difference in performance both for precision and
accuracy in favor of the modified Rocchio and for recall in favor of the classical
Rocchio method, but not as regards F1. These results led us to conclude that
the new method is more effective than the traditional one in the e-commerce do-
main, where trust is a key word in giving recommendations: the systems should
minimize false positive errors because it is better to provide users with a few
number of high quality recommendations than to overload users with many rec-
ommendations that they should manually filter. Table 3 shows the results of the
second experiment aimed at comparing the new Rocchio method with the ones
implemented by INTHELEX and ITR in terms of average precision, recall, F1
and accuracy of the models learned in the 10 folds for each dataset. The last
row of the table reports the mean values, averaged on all datasets. The results
of INTHELEX and ITR are described in more details in [3]. The most impor-
tant result is that the proposed method outperforms the other ones as regards
accuracy. It is surprising to observe that the algorithm reaches high values of pre-
cision and recall for the users 26 and 37, even if the average annotation lengths
of the documents rated by the users are among the shortest in the dataset. This
means that the profiles contain few words for computing similarity on new doc-
uments, but these words are indicative of the users’ preferences. In general, the
new Rocchio algorithm outperforms ITR in precision, but not INTHELEX (re-
quiring a significance level p < 0.05 the systems are equivalent). Another remark
worth noting is that theories learned by the symbolic system are very interesting
from a human understandability viewpoint, in order to be able to explain and
justify the recommendations provided by the system. From what said above, it
seems that the approaches compared in this paper have complementary pros and
cons. This naturally leads to think that some cooperation could take place in
order to reach higher effectiveness of the recommendations. For instance, since
the new Rocchio method has a better accuracy, it could be used for selecting
which items are to be presented to the user. Then, some kind of filtering could
be applied on them, in order to present to the user first those items that are
considered positive by the symbolic theories, that are characterized by a slightly
better precision.

5 Conclusions

The paper proposed a new Rocchio-based method able to discover user prefer-
ences from textual descriptions of items in online catalogues of e-commerce Web
sites. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the approach, we performed an ex-
perimental session involving real users. Results have been compared with respect
to the performance of an ILP approach and a probabilistic one. The comparison
highlighted the usefulness and drawbacks of each method, suggesting possible
ways of integrating the approaches to offer better support to users.
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